Live broadcast
with ITN shows
the power of O2’s
next-generation
5G network
Trial shows how 5G’s ability to
transfer huge amounts of data will
make a massive difference to the
future of broadcasting.

A revolution for broadcasting
O2 and ITN’s success demonstrates the
possibilities of 5G for broadcasting,
as well as other industries.

Challenges

Products

Results

•	Potential latency in standard
phone network for hi-res
video transmission

•	O2 5G network

•	Wireless capability gives
greater agility for film crew

•	Large crews and heavy
equipment required for
live broadcast
•	Carbon footprint produced by
outside broadcast vehicles

•	Lower costs from using less
equipment and crew
•	Reduced carbon footprint
because of less reliance on
traditional satellite trucks and
outside broadcast units
•	Hi-res footage relayed to ITN
for live broadcast

O2 wanted to demonstrate the potential of 5G for broadcasters,
especially in the live environment. Live broadcasts typically involve
a lot of crew and equipment, including wired cameras, outside
broadcast trucks and satellite connections. For the world’s first live
advert by 5G, ITN used smaller crews across four venues with eight
cameras. Each was equipped with a cellular pack to transmit the footage
via a modem or 5G phone at each venue as it was shot. Their task was
to capture the reactions of sports fans as they watched a game and
transfer the hi-res footage to ITN HQ for fast editing so it could be
broadcast within a 30-second window to qualify as effectively live.
To transfer such a high volume of data in broadcast quality,
ITN relied on 5G’s capability to provide high-speed, top-quality,
always-on connectivity. O2 is one of the very few organisations in the
UK with the in-house capability to deliver a live ad over 5G, and in
future will have the capacity to offer a dedicated slice of 5G to
broadcasters for assured bandwidth at all times.
The ad demonstrated the speed and ease with which broadcasters
can deploy to a live event by transferring huge amounts of data over
5G. It marks a potential revolution for the industry, reducing costs,
streamlining processes and raising broadcast quality across the board.

With 5G we’ll see a lot more live TV adverts and a lot more
cleverly constructed content. Essentially, 5G is going to enable
us to create more content for more consumers across multiple
platforms in a much more environmentally friendly way.
Mark Thompson, Head of Advertising, ITN Productions

Greater
flexibility

Reduced
carbon
footprint

Smaller, fully mobile
camera crews have greater
flexibility to capture exciting
live footage as it happens.

With no need for
outside broadcast trucks,
fuel and emissions are
greatly reduced.

Reduced costs
Smaller crews and
less expensive equipment
mean budgets can be
prioritised for better
use of savings.
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Robust
infrastructure

High-speed
transmission

Reliable 5G network means
no drop in bandwidth
when hi-res footage is
transferred for fast editing.

Fast, robust, low-latency 5G
network means hi-res video
using huge amounts of data
can be transferred smoothly
and reliably in real time,
with no need to transfer to
satellite transmissions.

The first thing people
think about with 5G is
speed and capacity.
But there’s also
ultra-reliable low-latency
services, which in the
future will be able to give a
slice of the network to an
organisation, offering them
guaranteed service levels.
Rob Searle, Head of 5G, O2

